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ctober 9, 2019 — Being the 79th Birthday of the
late great John Lennon, who changed the world
and inspired ROARSHOCK PAGE too.

REAL REPLICA WATCHES
18 REVOLUTION
Razor Blades Overpriced. Not Anymore. Win a video
drone at our webinar. Want an easier, less expensive
shave? Neuroscientist Reveals dance….. Without hard
work or struggle. You’ll achieve your wealth, health,
relationships, and other personal goals….. And life will
all of a sudden get super exciting, you’ll find it hard to
sleep as you’ll be so excited about each new day to
come….. Manifest your dream life now and find yourself shocked and amazed the very first time you use this
secret. Emily smiled π ® Izumi looked into silence. Better than she paused as well. Hands in and yet to check.
Okay Maddie looked out here. Good friends and headed
back door. Stop what you’re On. People lose an average
per week without changing anything! We know it works
and want you to see for yourself! Now from Just $10!
Be too late to call. Wait in front step at each other.
Sound like everyone else to stay here because he carried
the passenger. Learn how it burns fat like nothing on the
market and lock your short time! The results also
showed the appearance of the depth of wrinkles around
the eyes decreased an average in some cases! Finally, it
was also proven to have an increase in hydration after
just 7 days! It proved to be the ultimate moisturizer!
ACT now before it’s too late: Click here for a free claim
review Accidental Discover Eliminates Fine Lines and
Wrinkles! I promise this will be the single best decision
you make this year. If I’m wrong I'll give your money
back! Promised! Anticipating Your Immediate Reply.
Looking Young Never Gets Old David Wilson, Your
Gift Ready. Positions left up to $379/Day You Can Earn
an Extra $500 - $5,000/Month. Ways to make more
money; some are just harder than others. You can stumble upon one of success. Turn Your Laptop into a Money Maker. You’re already on your compensated customer. Weight lost on a prior ® program. Free kit available
with new 28-Day program purchase only. Not valid with
program. Included with first order only you receive a
discount off the Full Retail Value and free shipping to
continental US only. With Auto-Delivery, you are automatically charged and shipped your 28-Day program
once every 4 weeks unless you cancel. You can cancel
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Auto-Delivery at any time by calling. Select program
available to Continental US residents only and cannot
be shipped to PO Boxes, APO Boxes or military addresses. Cannot be combined with any prior or current
discount offer. Limit one offer per customer. Results
vary depending on starting weight, adherence to the program and other chance? I highly recommend that you
take this 60 second quiz and then check out your customized report that comes from it. 60 Second Life Success Quiz (and personalized report). I was shocked at
how accurate the results were for me when I tried this
quiz myself and I’m sure you’ll be SMALL. For a long
time I didn’t know what to tell the guys who’d write in
to me and ask how to get “bigger.” I’d say something
lame good with your hands. Then I found “THE BIBLE” of Penis , crow’s feet, big. Head to the link below
to learn more about this fantastic opportunity. Look here
Arctic Glacier Holds this information for fear this Medical license would be revoked by exposing deadly lies
about Fine Lines and Wrinkles… the suggestion that he
cut off his brother’s shaved head.
— Anon of Ibid

REAL REPLICA WATCHES
17 REVOLUTION
Prediction: Largest Economic Opportunity of the 21st
Century. Dear Reader, one expert calls it the “largest
economic opportunity of the 21st century.” CLICK
HERE NOW for all the details. Tesla’s Legacy shakes
the Power Companies’ profit. Wars, natural disasters,
now a serious reason to become free and cut the cord
that keeps us tightly dependent on our Government. A
hundred years ago, a man envisioned a world with
enough energy to live love and soul mate for a strong
and loving person, so that I can feel protected and loved
in arms and sleep peacefully placing my head on shoulder. Do you need that loving girl who can adjust towards various situations in life? Actually, most Russian
girls “replace the Swiss Bank account.” You need to see
this before they shut it down. This research literally created a storm in the establishment. Shrugged the same
way into Charlie. Admitted Charlie hugging her mind
broadcasting quarterly financial reports or providing
company-wide updates to key personnel in multiple locations, a tool often utilized in the industry for disseminating valuable investor relations and corporate commu-
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nications to product launches and continuing education,
scalable and flexible technology. [Secret YOU HAVE
TO ACT NOW!] Accidental Discovery Eliminates Fine
Lines and your innermost desires and your most urgent
goals fall into alignment you owe it to yourself to check
this video out, no matter what. It could be the tipping
point that sends your future in a whole Plantain! Blindly
@ what to do, Oversleep Q. Kaohsiung (embracing Envies Q. Murderous’ bag of worry, who wept dark on the
sofa, chanting deeply). Maggie Maria, puzzled, immediately observed the rub Lodge’s attempt for a cheerfully
soft day, when one has been frightened and afraid double serpentine on the food tie. His excellency waits and
wraps for you. An effect said a voice across thin air to
overtake your share of the venture, what the cloud man
bar door saw in a separate carriage, a shell held at ruin
by a land wreck decision, the most splendid such infamy. A delightful tour. Why, you know, my Cheer remarked the stranger, gravely Evelyn Grant’s apple. Old
Grammy Granny told because you see for an advertised
nail hid and fit ground in imperial yeomanry, and that’s
a fact, said Daniel Flanagan else and in no other way.
Thus, a habit these not relatives, and, this being the
case, it would be true too qualified to strut in. For instance, the individual man at another bad commotion
past. All right, Oversleep Q. Kaohsiung. Good night.
An open wise slow guaranteed sentence! Found nowhere else, though it might incite violence. Calling for
Contributions! ROARSHOCK PAGE invites submissions of art, photographs, poetry, and micro-prose, to
knowledge, yet the knowledge of it had not yet come
into position. Thus, some quantities curved things,
Oversleep Q. Kaohsiung had not teeth, nor sight, many
animals head annihilation of perceptible consideration
for inclusion in future issues. Distraught and scared
courses in one way or another with reference to quickly
include the species shaped to give rise to a form and in
such cases it explained what sort of mind flight instructor Daniel Flanagan strangely voted on in a ruling by
the full board at a later date. President Grammy Granny,
worked a campaign crowd with a yell. “President Grammy Granny has never had firefighters overrun by flames
in support of the men and women of the airplane, which
also plan to win against Idolaters, and now unfortunate
Oversleep Q. Kaohsiung of No Such Agency agrees to
pull out of what Idolaters say!” Forest Chaplain Simon
Dedalus strode into the darkened spring filled hall.
— Anon of Ibid
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Sultan Saladin captured Jerusalem ending
88 years of Crusader rule.
United Kingdom tested a nuclear weapon
to become world's third nuclear power.
WikiLeaks was launched.
Instagram was founded.
Fox News Channel began broadcasting.
Cats opened on Broadway to run for
nearly 18 years until September 10, 2000.
Ernesto "Che" Guevara was executed for
attempting to incite revolution in Bolivia.
The Outer Space Treaty came into force.
The military Alcatraz Citadel became the
civilian Alcatraz Federal Penitentiary.
FULL HUNTER’S MOON
Winnie-the-Pooh by A. A. Milne was first
published.
The Black Panther Party was founded.
Bob Weir was born.
A tornado struck the heart of London.
Basel earthquake, most significant historic seismological event north of the Alps.
The city of La Paz, Bolivia was founded
by Alonso de Mendoza.
The Caribbean pirate Calico Jack was
captured by the British Royal Navy.
The Louisiana Purchase was ratified by
United States Senate.
Jean-Paul Sartre awarded the Nobel Prize
in Literature, but turned down the honor.
The first Continental Congress adjourned
in Philadelphia.
NEW MOON
The Byzantine Empire recovered Antioch
from Arab rule.
Gulliver’s Travels by Jonathan Swift was
first published in London.
HALLOWEEN
http://roarshock.net/october.html

ROARSHOCK PAGE, Volume 12, Number 11 will become
available October 31, 2019.
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“Avoid blithering generalities” --Norman Stiegelmeyer
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